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FIG. 2. Thematically connected n-gram time series. For each n-gram, we display daily rank in gray overlaid by a centered
monthly rolling average (colored lines), and highlight the n-gram’s overall highest rank with a solid disk. A. Anticipation and
memory of calendar years for all of Twitter. B. Annual and periodic events: Christmas in English (blue), Easter in Italian
(orange), election in Portuguese (green), and summer in Swedish (red). C. Attention around international sports in English:
Olympics (blue), FIFA world cup (orange), and Super Bowl (red). D. Major scientific discoveries and technological innovations
in English. E. Three famous individuals in relevant languages: Ronaldo (Portuguese), Trump (English), and Pope Francis
(Italian). F. Major infectious disease outbreaks. G. Conflicts: Gaza in Arabic (blue), Libya in French (orange), Syria in
Turkish (green), and Russia in Ukrainian (red). H. Protest and movements: Arab Spring (Arabic word for ‘revolution’, blue),
Occupy movement (English, orange), Brexit campaign (English, green), #MeToo movement (English, brown), and Black Lives
Matter protests (English, red).

“Storywrangler: A massive exploratorium for sociolinguistic, cultural, socioeconomic, and political
timelines using Twitter”, Alshaabi et al., Science Advances. 2021.
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FIG. 1. Interactive online viewer. Screenshot of the Storywrangler site showing example Twitter n-gram time series for
the first half of 2020. The series reflect three global events: The assassination of Iranian general Qasem Soleimani by the United

States on 2020-01-03, the COVID-19 pandemic (the virus emoji and ‘coronavirus’), and the Black Lives Matter protests
following the murder of George Floyd by Minneapolis police (‘#BlackLivesMatter’). The n-gram Storywrangler dataset for
Twitter records the full ecology of text elements, including punctuation, hashtags, handles, and emojis. The default view is for
n-gram (Zipfian) rank at the day scale (Eastern Time), a logarithmic y-axis, and for retweets to be included. These settings
can be respectively switched to normalized frequency, linear scale, and organic tweets (OT) only. The displayed time range can
be adjusted with the selector at the bottom, and all data is downloadable.

entific advances generally show shock-like responses with
little anticipation or memory [36]. CRISPR is an excep-
tion for these few examples as through 2015, it moves to
a higher, enduring state of being referenced.

Fame is the state of being talked about and famous
individuals are well reflected on Twitter [37]. In Fig. 2E,
we show time series for the Portuguese football play-
er Cristiano Ronaldo, the 45th US president Donald

Trump, and Pope Francis (Papa Francesco in Italian).
All three show enduring fame, following sudden rises for
both Trump and Pope Francis. On November 9, 2016,
the day after the US election, ‘Donald Trump’ rose to
rank r = 6 among all English 2-grams.

In Fig. 2F, we show example major infectious disease
outbreaks over the last decade. Time series for pandemics
are shocks followed by long relaxations, resurging both

“Storywrangler: A massive exploratorium for sociolinguistic, cultural, socioeconomic, and political
timelines using Twitter”, Alshaabi et al., Science Advances, 2021.
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Hahahahaha, Duuuuude, Yeeessss!: A two-parameter characterization of stretchable
words and the dynamics of mistypings and misspellings

Tyler J. Gray,1, ⇤ Christopher M. Danforth,1, † and Peter Sheridan Dodds1, ‡

1Vermont Complex Systems Center, Computational Story Lab,
Department of Mathematics & Statistics, The University of Vermont, Burlington, VT 05401.

(Dated: July 8, 2019)

Stretched words like ‘heellllp’ or ‘heyyyyy’ are a regular feature of spoken language, often used
to emphasize or exaggerate the underlying meaning of the root word. While stretched words are
rarely found in formal written language and dictionaries, they are prevalent within social media.
In this paper, we examine the frequency distributions of ‘stretchable words’ found in roughly 100
billion tweets authored over an 8 year period. We introduce two central parameters, ‘balance’ and
‘stretch’, that capture their main characteristics, and explore their dynamics by creating visual
tools we call ‘balance plots’ and ‘spelling trees’. We discuss how the tools and methods we develop
here could be used to study the statistical patterns of mistypings and misspellings, along with the
potential applications in augmenting dictionaries, improving language processing, and in any area
where sequence construction matters, such as genetics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Watch a soccer match, and you are likely to hear an
announcer shout ‘GOOOOOOOOOAAAAAAAAL!!!!!!’.
Stretched words, sometimes called elongated words [1],
are an integral part of spoken language, often used
to modify the meaning of the base word in some
way, such as to strengthen the meaning (e.g., ‘huuu-
uuge’), imply sarcasm (e.g., ‘suuuuure’), show excite-
ment (e.g., ‘yeeeessss’), or communicate danger (e.g.,
‘nooooooooooooo’). We will refer to words that are
amenable to such lengthening as ‘stretchable words’.

However, despite their being a fundamental part of
spoken language, stretched words are rarely found in lit-
erature and lexicons: There is no ‘hahahahahahaha’ in
the Oxford English Dictionary [2]. With the advent and
rise of social media, stretched words have finally found
their way into large-scale written text.

With the increased use of social media comes rich
datasets of a linguistic nature, granting science an
unprecedented opportunity to study the everyday linguis-
tic patterns of society. As such, in recent years there have
been a number of papers published that have used data
from social media platforms, such as Twitter, to study
di↵erent aspects of language [3–9].

In this paper, we use an extensive set of social media
messages collected from Twitter—tweets—to investigate
the characteristics of stretchable words used in this par-
ticular form of written language. The tools and approach
we introduce here have many potential applications,
including the possible use by dictionaries to formally
include this intrinsic part of language. The online dic-
tionary Wiktionary has already discussed the inclusion
of some stretched words and made a policy on what to

⇤ tyler.gray@uvm.edu
† chris.danforth@uvm.edu
‡ peter.dodds@uvm.edu

include [10, 11]. Other potential applications include the
use by natural language processing software and toolkits,
and by Twitter to build better spam filters.

We structure our paper as follows: In Sec. II, we
detail our dataset and our method of collecting stretch-
able words and distilling them down to their ‘kernels’.
In Sec. IIIA, we examine the frequency distributions for
lengths of stretchable words. We quantify two indepen-
dent properties of stretchable words: Their ‘balance’ in
Sec. III B and ‘stretch’ in Sec. III C. In Sec. IIID, we
develop an investigative tool, ‘spelling trees’, as a means
of visualizing stretchable words involving a two charac-
ter repeated element. We comment on mistypings and
misspellings in Sec. III E. Finally, in Sec. IV, we provide
concluding remarks.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE DATASET AND
METHOD FOR EXTRACTING STRETCHED

WORDS

The Twitter dataset we use in this study comprises
a random sample of approximately 10% of all tweets
(the ‘gardenhose’ API) from 9 September 2008 to 31
December 2016. We limited our scope to tweets that
either were flagged as an English tweet or not flagged
for any language. All tweets in this time period have a
maximum length of 140 characters. To collect stretch-
able words, we begin by making all text lowercase and
collecting all tokens within our dataset from calendar
year 2016 that match the Python regular expression
r‘(\b\w*(\w)(\w)(?:\2|\3){28,}\w*\b)’. This pattern
will collect any token with at least 30 characters that
has a single character repeated at least 29 times consec-
utively, or two di↵erent characters that are repeated in
any order at least 28 times, for a total of at least 30 con-
secutive repeated occurrences of the two characters. The
choice of 28 in the regular expression is a threshold we
chose with the goal of limiting our collection to tokens of
words that really do get stretched in practice.

Typeset by REVTEX
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How do I look in these tweets? Gauging well-being through "caloric
content" of tweets
Sharon E. Alajajian, Jake R. Williams, Andrew J. Reagan, Stephen C. Alajajian, Morgan R. Frank, Lewis Mitchell, Jacob Lahne,
Christopher M. Danforth, and Peter Sheridan Dodds

Caloric Balance
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1. bacon+↑
2. chocolate candy+↓

3. onion-↑
4. donuts+↓

5. chicken-↓
6. apples-↑

7. butter+↑
8. banana-↑

9. noodles-↓
10. cookie dough+↑

11. cake+↓
12. coconut oil+↑
13. cookies+↑

14. broccoli-↑
15. crab-↓
16. peanut butter+↑
17. beef-↓
18. shrimp-↓

19. beet-↑
20. cucumber-↑

21. strawberries-↓
22. walnuts+↑

23. chicken salad-↑
24. mashed potatoes-↑

25. pineapple-↓
26. olive oil+↓

27. catfish-↓
28. grits-↓

29. lettuce-↑
30. girl scout cookie+↑
31. grapes-↓

32. swiss chard-↑
33. roasted red pepper-↑

34. mushrooms-↑
35. spaghetti squash-↑

36. green pepper-↑
37. tortilla-↑

38. baked potato-↓
39. fried eggs-↑

40. tomato-↑
41. cake with frosting+↑

42. oysters-↑
43. sunflower seeds+↓

44. tangerines-↑
45. peanuts+↓

46. almond joy+↑
47. sweet potato-↑

48. pudding-↑
49. cheese+↑
50. pita chips+↑

51. salmon-↑
52. goat cheese+↑

53. yogurt-↑
54. cheddar cheese+↑

55. celery-↑
56. popcorn+↑

57. fortune cookie+↓
58. turkey-↓

59. peaches-↑
60. lobster-↓
61. king crab-↓
62. pastry+↑

63. tuna-↑
64. potato chips+↓

65. asparagus-↓
66. collards-↓
67. pasta-↓

68. hard candy+↓
69. scallops-↑

70. popeyes chicken+↓
71. avocado-↑

72. carrot-↑
73. applesauce-↑

74. pear-↑
75. mayonnaise+↓

76. oatmeal-↓
77. kale-↑

78. candy bar+↑
79. ribs-↑

80. mac and cheese-↓
81. watermelon-↓

∑+↑
∑-↓

∑

∑+↓
∑-↑

visualization by
@andyreagan
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Why Vermont consumes more calories on average:
Average US calories = 267.92
Vermont calories = 268.66 (Rank 29 out of 49)

1. skiing+↑
2. running+↑

3. snowboarding+↑
4. hiking+↑

5. dancing+↓
6. sledding+↑
7. eating-↓

8. watching tv or movie-↓
9. cooking+↓

10. cleaning+↓
11. using treadmill+↓

12. walking+↑
13. biking+↑
14. picking fruit+↑
15. rock climbing+↑
16. getting my hair done-↓
17. getting my nails done-↓

18. doing laundry+↓
19. talking on phone-↓

20. writing-↑
21. playing basketball+↓

22. shoveling+↑
23. playing football+↓

24. boxing+↓
25. square dancing+↑
26. ballet dancing+↑
27. jumping jacks+↑
28. cleaning or washing a vehicle+↑
29. laying down-↓
30. ice skating+↑
31. climbing stairs+↑
32. mountain biking+↑
33. roller skating+↑
34. paddleboarding+↑
35. jazzercise+↑

36. mowing grass+↓
37. attending church-↓

38. playing video or computer games-↑
39. boating-↑

40. fishing+↑
41. weight lifting+↓

42. reading-↓
43. doing my hair+↓

44. doing pushups+↓
45. playing dodgeball+↑
46. watching tv or movies laying down-↓
47. vacuuming+↑
48. doing power yoga+↑

49. pole dancing+↓
50. wrapping presents-↑

51. walking a pet+↑
52. hunting+↑

53. elliptical+↓
54. raking+↑

55. walking leisurely-↑
56. showering-↓

57. ultimate frisbee+↓
58. fly fishing+↑
59. bass fishing+↑
60. snowmobiling+↑
61. doing yoga+↑

62. skateboarding+↓
63. rowing+↑
64. packing+↑
65. mini golfing+↑

66. golfing+↓
67. doing situps+↓

68. walking briskly+↓
69. kayaking+↓

70. line dancing+↓
71. using stair master+↓

72. playing games-↑
73. doing yardwork+↓

74. running stairs+↓
75. doing my makeup+↑

76. jet skiing+↓
77. walking quickly+↓

78. playing frisbee+↑
79. crocheting-↑

80. bowling+↓
81. attending a family reunion-↑

∑+↑
∑-↓

∑

∑+↓
∑-↑
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Why Vermont expends more calories on average:
Average US caloric expenditure = 176.60
Vermont caloric expenditure = 203.22 (Rank 3 out of 49)
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FIG. 6: Screenshot of the interactive dashboard for our prototype Lexicocalorimeter site (taken 2015/07/03). An archived
development version can be found as part of our paper’s Online Appendices at http://compstorylab.org/share/papers/

alajajian2015a/maps.html, and a full dynamic implementation will be part of our Panometer project at http://panometer.
org/instruments/lexicocalorimeter.

ate the tweeted-about food (West et al. address a sim-
ilar issue in inferring food consumption from accessing
recipes online [18]).

We currently do not know at what point our met-
ric breaks down at smaller time scales (e.g., months or
weeks) or for smaller spatial regions (e.g., city or county)
level. Our preliminary research shows that the physical
activity metric on its own may be quite e↵ective at the
city level, but the food measure may not be accurate on
a smaller scale. We have also found the physical activi-
ty list to be robust to random partitioning [36], whereas
the food list was not. We believe that these preliminary
findings may be due to several factors: (a) the size of the
food list (just over 1400 phrases) is much smaller than
the physical activity phrase list (just over 13,400 phras-
es); (b) there are generally more tweets about physical
activities in our list than the foods in our food list; (c)
we have not tried using the metric on counties or Cen-
sus block or tract groups, and it may be that these are
more conducive to the metric; and (d) the amount of data
within a city may not be a large enough sample for any
food-based Twitter metric.

We propose to use crowdsourcing as a way to build a
more comprehensive food phrase list that includes com-
monly eaten foods with brand names as well as food slang
that we did not capture here. Ideally, we would arrive at
a phrase database similar in scale to that of our existing
physical activity phrase list. However we move forward,
we believe it is clear that the Lexicocalorimeter we have
designed and implemented is already of some potency
and may be improved substantively in the future.

IV. METHODS AND MATERIALS

In order to attempt to estimate the “caloric content”
of text-extracted phrases [36] relating to food (caloric
input) and physical activity (caloric output), we needed
comprehensive lists of foods and physical activities and
their respective caloric content and expenditure informa-
tion. Here, we explain in detail how we constructed these
phrase lists and assigned calories to each phrases.

We provide all data in the Supporting Infor-
mation and with the paper’s Online Appendices:

Alajajian et al.,
"The Lexicocalorimeter: Gauging public health through caloric input and output on social media"
PLoS ONE, 2017

http://panometer.org/instruments/lexicocalorimeter/?year=2012&view=dashboard&region=contiguousUS&users=all&state=IL
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FIG. 5: Six demographic quantities compared with caloric balance Cbal for the 48 states of contiguous US and the District of
Columbia. The inset values are the Spearman correlation coe�cient ⇢̂s, and the Benjamini-Hochberg q-value. See Tab. I for a
full summary of the 37 demographic quantities studied here.

are housed at http://panometer.org/instruments/
lexicocalorimeter.

Overall, we find the lexical texture a↵orded by our
phrase shifts is generally convincing, but we expect future
improvements in our food and activity data sets will
iron out some oddities (we again use the example of ice
cream). We also note that phrase shifts are very sen-
sitive and that terms that seem to be being evaluated
incorrectly may easily be removed from the phrase set,
and that doing so will minimally change the overall score
for su�ciently large texts.

E. Correlations with other health and well-being
measures

We now turn to a suite of statistical comparisons
between our three measures caloric input, caloric output,
and caloric balance and standard demographic quanti-
ties.

We use Spearman’s correlation coe�cient ⇢̂s to exam-
ine relationships between Cin, Cout, and Cbal and 37
variables variously relating to food and physical activity,
“Big Five” personality traits, and health and well-being

rankings (a total of 111 comparisons). To correct for mul-
tiple comparisons, we calculate the q-value for each corre-
lation coe�cient using the Benjamini-Hochberg step-up
procedure [34]. We then consider correlations in reference
to the standard significance levels of 0.01 and 0.05.

We must first acknowledge that many of the variables
we test against our measures are highly correlated with
each other. The food and physical activity-related vari-
ables are in the areas of physical activity levels, produce
intake and availability rates (including trends in public
schools), chronic disease rates, and rates of unhealthy
habits. Many of these variables are well known to be
influenced by diet and physical activity (e.g., obesity
rates [25]), and others may be less directly related (e.g.,
percent of cropland in each state harvested for fruits and
vegetables [28]).

To give some grounding for the full set of comparisons,
we show in Fig. 5 how six demographic quantities vary
with caloric balance Cbal. We see strong correlations
with |⇢̂p| � 0.68, and the highest value for Benjamini-
Hochberg q-value is 5.7⇥10�7.

We present a summary of all results in Tab. I where
we have ordered and numbered demographic quantities
in terms of ascending Benjamini-Hochberg q-values for

Alajajian et al.,
"The Lexicocalorimeter: Gauging public health through caloric input and output on social media"
PLoS ONE, 2017
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The Daily Unravelling of the Human Mind
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FIG. 9: Simpson lexical size as a function of day of the week.
We compute NS for individual dates Fig. 3B, again excluding
dates shown in Fig. 3A, and then average these values. (See
also Fig. S3 for the e↵ects of alternate approaches.)

mation. The gray squares indicate the word base for
Tuesdays and Saturdays are of comparable size. From
the bottom left line graph, we see again that around 1000
words account for the shift in average happiness between
Tuesday and Saturday, and that the first 50 words make
up approximately 60% of the shift.

The bottom right inset shows that the overall positive
shift from Tuesdays to Saturdays is due to the more fre-
quent use of positive words (+"), and to a lesser extent,
the less frequent use of negative words (�#). On the oth-
er side of the ledger, we see a smaller total contribution
of words going against the trend of happier Saturdays,
noting that the increased use of certain negative words
(�") is slightly more appreciable in impact than the less
frequent use of positive words (+#).

C. Information Content

The average Simpson lexical size hNSi (Fig. 9) shows a
pattern di↵erent to that of average happiness: we observe
that a strong maximum appears on Friday with a drop
through the weekend to a distinct low on Sunday. During
the work week, Tuesday presents a minor low, with a
climb up to Friday’s high. This pattern remains the same
if we choose di↵erent averaging schemes in generating a
composite Simpson lexical size (see also Fig. S3).

To see further into these changes between days, we
can generate word shift graphs for Simpson lexical size
NS. These word shift graphs (not shown) are simpler
than those for average happiness as they depend only on
changes in word frequency. Using the definition NS =

1/S = 1/
PN

i=1 p2
i , we obtain

N
(comp)
S � N

(ref)
S =

1
S(comp)S(ref)

PN
i=1

✓h
p
(ref)
i

i2

�
h
p
(comp)
i

i2
◆

. (4)

We next define the individual percentage contribution in
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FIG. 10: Average happiness level according to hour of the
day, adjusted for local time. As for days of the week in
Fig. 5, each data point represents an average of averages
across days. The plot remains essentially unchanged if out-
lier dates marked in Fig. 3A are excluded. The maximum
relative di↵erence between the two plots is 0.08%. The daily
pattern of happiness in tweets shows more variation than we
observed for the weekly cycle (Fig. 5), here ranging from a low
of havg ' 6.02 between 10 and 11 pm to a high of havg ' 6.12
between 5 and 6 am.

the shift in Simpson lexical size as

�NS,i =
100��S(ref) � S(comp)

��
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i

i2

�
h
p
(comp)
i

i2
◆

,

(5)
where

P
i �NS,i = ±100 depending on the sign of S(ref)�

S(comp). Note that the reversal of the reference and com-
parison elements in Eq. (5) reflects the fact that any one
word increasing in frequency decreases overall diversity.
Further, no other diversity measure (q 6= 2) allows for
a linear superposition of contributions such as we find
in Eq. (5), one of the reasons we provided earlier for
choosing a lexical size based on Simpson’s concentration.

Using Eq. (5), we find Friday’s larger value of NS rel-
ative to Sunday’s can be attributed primarily to changes
in the frequency of around 100 words. Most of these
words are those typically found at the start of a Zipf
ranking of a text, though their ordering is of interest. A
few words contributing the most to the shift are ‘I’, ‘RT’,
‘you’, ‘me’, and ‘my’. Decreases in the relative usage
frequencies of personal pronouns may suggest a shift in
focus away from the self and toward the less predictable,
richer fare of Friday activities. Words specific to Friday
naturally appear more frequently than on Sunday serving
to reduce Friday’s Simpson lexical size. Some examples
include ‘#↵’, ‘follow’, ‘Friday’, ‘weekend’, and ‘tonight’
(#↵ is an example of a hash tag, in this case representing
a popular Friday custom of Twitter users recommending
other users worth following).
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FIG. 11: Normalized distributions of five example common
expletives as a function of hour of the day.

VI. DAILY CYCLE

A. Average Happiness of Hours of the Day

We next examine how average happiness levels change
throughout the day at the resolution of an hour. As
shown in Fig. 10, the happiest hour of the day is 5 to
6 am, after which we see a steep decline until midday
followed by a more gradual descent to the on-average
low of 10 to 11 pm, and then a return to the daily peak
through the night. An afternoon low is consistent with
self-reported moods; Stone et al., in particular, observe
a happiness dip in the afternoon [71], though here we
see negativity decreasing well into the night. Our results
are in contrast to some previous observations regarding
blogs and Facebook [32, 44]; for example, Mihalcea and
Liu [44] found a low occurring in the middle of the day
(part of their analysis involved the ANEW study word
list). The period 5–6 am marks ‘biological midnight’
when, for example, body temperature is typically low-
est (see also [35]). People after this point in time are
more likely to be rising for the day rather than extend-
ing the previous one, leading to a change in the kinds of
mental states represented by active users.

We also find that usage rates of the most common
profanities are remarkably similar and are roughly anti-
correlated with the observed happiness cycle. Fig. 11
shows the normalized frequencies for five example pro-
fanities. Cursing follows a sawtooth pattern with a max-
imum occurring around 1 am, and the lowest relative
usage of profanities matching up with the daily early
morning happiness peak between 5 and 6 am. These
patterns suggest a gradual, on-average, daily unraveling
of the human mind.

B. Word Shift Analysis

To give a deeper sense of the underlying moods reflect-
ed in the low and high of the day, we explore the word
shift graph in Fig. 12, comparing tweets made in the
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FIG. 12: Word shift graph comparing the happiest hour (5
am to 6 am) relative to the least happy hour (10 pm to 11
pm). Days given equal weighting with outlier dates removed.
(See Fig. S6 in Supplementary Information for word shifts
based on alternate distributions.)

hours of 5 to 6 am and 10 to 11 pm. For comparison,
Fig. S6 in Supplementary Information shows word shift
graphs under three averaging schemes.

The balance plot (bottom right inset) shows that 5 to
6 am is happier because of an overall preponderance of
less abundant negative words and more abundant pos-
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Black Lives Matter 3

FIG. 1. English tweet happiness and volume (random 10% sample), 2020-2021. (Top panel) Relative frequency
of the 3-gram “Black Lives Matter”. (Middle panel) Average happiness (green) of English-language Twitter according to
http://hedonometer.org shown both by day and with a seven-day rolling average (bold). Sentiment drops corresponding to the
pandemic (March 2020) and the Capitol insurrection (January 2021) are both apparent. The period following George Floyd’s
death is the saddest in Twitter history. (Bottom panel) Daily counts for original tweets (OT, blue) and retweets (RT, orange)
reveal a spike period in late May and early June 2020 during which RT activity set all time records. The gray shaded areas
represent periods of time when “Black Lives Matter” is among the top 5000 most used 3-grams per day. The sudden decrease
in retweets in October 2020 is largely attributable to a platform design modification implemented by Twitter. Ahead of the
election, the company increased the number of steps required to retweet a message in an attempt to add friction and minimize
chances for contagion of election misinformation. Given the sampling mechanism, counts shown in the bottom panel should be
multiplied by 10 to approximate overall volume.

Twitter. Using a database of ⇤ 5198 names of Black
police violence victims, we find a resurgence in attention
toward previous victims during this spike period. Fol-
lowing this period, new incidents of fatal police violence
receive heightened initial attention compared to older
incidents.

The structure of the paper is as follows: In Sec. 2,
we describe our datasets. We also discuss the process of
merging the datasets for analysis. In Sec. 3, we present
our findings on the spike in tweet volume and correspond-
ing drop in happiness (Sec. 3A), the resurgence of past
names during this time (Sec. 3B), general characteristics
of attention toward names (Sec. 3C), and characteristics
of usage of “#LivesMatter hashtags (Sec. 3E). In the con-
clusion (Sec. 4), we discuss some of the limitations of our
work and o↵er directions for future research.

2. DATA AND METHODS

2A. Police violence victims

The dataset from which we draw the names of Black
victims of police-involved fatalities is the Fatal Encoun-
ters database, which is maintained by volunteers and
paid researchers through manual data entry and pub-
lic records requests. Because of the imprecise nature of
fatality reporting [22, 23], great care was taken to select
a database that would give an accurate measure of police
violence deaths. The fact that federal crime data lacks
the granularity to analyze incidents of police violence
explains the need for third-party databases. We exam-
ine two candidates for databases: the Washington Post
database on fatal police shootings since 2015 [24] and
the Fatal Encounters database containing police-involved
deaths since 2000 [25].

4

FIG. 2. Happiness word shift graph illustrating the words responsible for the saddest day in the history of
Twitter, namely May 31, 2020, according to http://hedonometer.org. Words appear on the left if they contribute
to May 31 being sadder than the prior week, and appear on the right if they go against this trend. For example, the relatively
negative words ‘terrorist’, ‘protest’, and ‘violence’ appear more frequently on May 31, and the relatively positive words ‘me’,
‘love’, and ‘happy’ appear less often that day. The relatively positive words ‘peaceful’ and ‘peace’ appear more often on May
31, and the relatively negative words ‘coronavirus’ and ‘died’ appear less.

The Fatal Encounters database o↵ers a number of
advantages, namely that it contains deaths by methods
other than shootings and covers a longer period of time.
Theoretically, the Washington Post database should be a
subset of the Fatal Encounters database. However, when
comparing the databases by matching parsed names and
dates of death (within 7 days), there are over 100 fatal-
ities of Black people in the Washington Post database
that are not recorded in the Fatal Encounters database.
This is mainly due to spelling di↵erences, race di↵erences,
and date entry errors. The Fatal Encounters database
also includes fatalities as wide-ranging as suicides that
occurred while police were present and vehicular crashes
during police chases. Such deaths are not usually protest-
ed by the Black Lives Matter movement. Regardless, we
use the Fatal Encounters Database for its comprehen-
siveness and for consistency with past studies [14, 18].

We also choose to initialize the data collection period on
January 1, 2009 to match the social media data made
available by Storywrangler [21].

The Fatal Encounters database ⇤ started with 5423
names. From there, 121 duplicate names, 117 anoma-
lies, and 2 other names were removed for a total of 5183
names. The final combined database added 15 manu-
ally imputed names, giving a total of 5198 names. See
Secs. 2B and 1A for more details on database curation.

2B. Social media data

Storywrangler is a recently proposed NLP framework
to extract sociotechnical time series from Twitter, mea-
suring n-gram usage ranks and frequencies from a ran-
dom collection of 10% of all tweets [21]. Using Storywran-

“Say Their Names: Collective Attention Toward Black Victims of Police Violence Following the Death of
George Floyd”. Wu et. al., PLOS ONE. 2023.
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FIG. 3. Heatmap of normalized attention toward the names of notable individuals. (Top panel) The normalized
frequency for “Black Lives Matter” and “#BlackLivesMatter”. (Main panel) We construct a heatmap displaying dp⌧,t over time
for the top 50 names in the combined database by minimum rank, sorted chronologically by date of death. Values in each row
are divided by their maximum observed frequency so that each name achieves a value of 1 (black) on the date of peak attention.
Darker colors indicate a higher normalized frequency (the closer the name is to its peak frequency). Dark bands around June
2020 are observed across all rows, indicating a resurgence in attention for many notable older names.

gler, we collect bigram time series for all names in the
Fatal Encounters dataset that are mentioned throughout
that period in English tweets. We combine these time
series with the date of injury resulting in death, pulled
from the database, to quantify the attention each name
received on Twitter following the death. For duplicate
2-grams, only the earliest date was considered.

If a name reached the top million in rank among 2-
grams at least once in the ten days before the injury
resulting in death, that name was removed. This allowed
us to remove some anomalies—such as names common-
ly used in other contexts—that could not be properly
included in our analysis (e.g. Robin Williams, George
Bush), but manual inspection of the remaining names
reveals that some anomalies were not detected. The
issue is that some of these names mentioned on Twitter
will inevitably be describing someone other the victim of
police violence; examples include the businessman John
McAfee and the American football player Kevin White.
A human can make the distinction between subjects, but
we did not implement an algorithm to detect the sub-
ject of each tweet. Future research could improve upon
the name disambiguation process by, for instance, look-

ing for names co-occurring with terms such as “murder,”
“death,” and “#BlackLivesMatter.” There were ⇤ 117
anomalous names removed.

We also manually removed two names that interfered
with the analysis but were not automatically detected.
Thomas Lane and Darren Wilson, who share the names
of police o�cers involved in the deaths of George Floyd
and Michael Brown, respectively, were removed because
their names are tied to the issue of police violence in a
manner that is di↵erent than the one we are measuring.

In addition to the timeseries from Storywrangler, we
also examine the sentiment of tweets using the Hedo-
nometer, an instrument designed to provide a macro-level
approximation of happiness of tweets for a dozen lan-
guages [20]. It also determines the words that contribute
most to the change in happiness on a day compared to
the previous seven days.

“Say Their Names: Collective Attention Toward Black Victims of Police Violence Following the Death of
George Floyd”. Wu et. al., PLOS ONE. 2023.
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Fig. 1. (A and B) Weekly percentage of the respondents reporting having experienced anger (A) and sadness (B) in the representative 2020 Gallup Panel
COVID-19 survey. Percentages and error bars (indicating SEs) are weighted estimates derived through poststratification on gender, age, race, Hispanic
ethnicity, education, and region. Histograms on the right show associated distributions of weeks; the arrows point to the week after Floyd’s death and are
labeled with SDs across all 2020 weeks (z scores). (C and D) Increases of anger (C) and sadness (D) experienced by different racial, gender, age, and political
groups in the week after Floyd’s death (June 1 to 7) compared to the four baseline weeks (April 27 to May 24); shaded boxes indicate SEs; colors have been
added to aid readability. Gallup did not provide weights suitable for the subgroup analysis in C and D; they are unweighted means and SEs. The Overall
arrow is based on Gallup weights (same as A and B). Between-bar significances are calculated as the proportion of bootstrapped samples with a greater
difference than the observed. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001; †P < 0.1.

mortality (19) and a symptom of depression (20), respectively.
To estimate the mental health impact, we use the US Census
Household Pulse data (409,652 responses from n = 319,471)
to compare depression and anxiety rates for Black and White
Americans before and after Floyd’s death.†

Results
Anger and Sadness. In the Gallup data for the week following
Floyd’s death (June 1 to 7), anger increased to 38.4% and sadness
to 38.1% of the US population (Fig. 1 A and B). When compared
to the four weeks preceding Floyd’s death (April 27 to May 24),
this represents a roughly 1.56-fold increase in population anger
and a 1.32-fold increase in population sadness (both P values <
0.001), despite elevated levels of both anger and sadness in 2020,
as compared to historical mean levels, due to COVID-19.‡

Put differently, compared to all weeks in 2020 for which the
data were available, in the week following Floyd’s death, rates of
anger increased by z = 4.0 and sadness by z = 2.3 SDs.

This is the largest spike—by far—ever observed in US Gallup
phone-survey data.§ For comparison, the week after the mass
shooting at Sandy Hook Elementary School resulted in the high-

†Both the Gallup and US Census survey designs provide weights to reduce bias. Please
see SI Appendix for full methods.

‡Historical mean levels were 14% (SD 0.9%) for anger (measured by Gallup from 2009
to 2013 and 2016) and 17.8% (SD 1.0%) for sadness (2009 to 2016).

§Gallup measured anger in the US 2009–2013, 2016, and 2020; sadness 2009–2016 and
2020.

est anger and sadness levels reported in historical Gallup data
following a violent event—16.1% of the population reported
feeling angry and 22.2% sad. Increases in anger and sadness fol-
lowing Floyd’s death were highly significant across demographic
and socioeconomic groups (Black, White, Asian, and Hispanic
Americans; men and women; Democrats and Republicans; age
and income brackets; and Americans with and without college
education) (Fig. 1 C and D; all P values  0.002).

Anger and Sadness Among Black Americans. Previous research sug-
gests that identification as a member of an affected group
plays a key role in the experience of collective emotion (21).
During the week following Floyd’s death, 47.7% of Black Amer-
icans reported feelings of anger, a more than 2.1-fold increase
compared to the baseline period (22.3%); and 47.3% reported
feelings of sadness (compared to a 28.3% baseline), a 1.67-fold
increase (Fig. 1 C and D). On the other hand, White Ameri-
cans reported a significantly lower increase in anger and sadness
(anger, P < 0.001; sadness, P = 0.011); anger increased from 22.2
to 33.5% and sadness from 27.9 to 35.7%.

Depression and Anxiety. Beyond the experience of acute negative
emotions, the mental health of Black Americans is dispropor-
tionately impacted by reports of the killing of unarmed Black
Americans (11).

We used data from the US Census Household Pulse Sur-
vey to investigate the depression and anxiety impact of Floyd’s
death. We compared the responses in the week following Floyd’s
death (May 28 to June 2) to the five preceding weeks (April

2 of 5 | PNAS
https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.2109139118

Eichstaedt et al.
The emotional and mental health impact of the murder of George Floyd on the US population
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A house divided

The outcome of the war in Ukraine de-
pends on the mood in Moscow as well

as the fighting near Kyiv. Vladimir Putin,
Russia’s president, did not need popular
support to launch his invasion. But should
enough ordinary Russians turn against it,
he might be forced to change course.

Most data on the Russian home front
are unreliable. The government has limit-
ed freedom of speech and arrested thou-
sands of protesters. A few polls do show
support for the war. In two surveys last
month run by government-linked firms,
around 65% of respondents backed the
“special military operation”. Later inde-

pendent polls found that 55-59% support-
ed the military “action” or “operation”.

Such results must be taken with a cellar
of salt, since the Kremlin has criminalised
statements about the war that it deems
false. But they still reveal political cleavag-
es and trends over time. One poll found
that being young or female, living in a big
city, having a degree and not watching tv
predicted anti-war views. Support may al-
so be waning. In surveys of internet users
in Moscow run by Alexei Navalny, an oppo-
sition leader, the share of people blaming
Russia surged during the war’s first week.

Another rich source of data is social
media. A team at the University of Vermont
has built a measure of sentiment on these
sites, using frequencies of various words
and ratings of the joy or sadness they con-
vey. Applied to Russian-language Twitter,
it accurately detects happy moments like
New Year’s Eve. And its fluctuations over
time line up with those of a conventional
poll run by Gallup, an American firm.

This measure finds that Mr Putin has
sent Twitter users into deep despair. Men-
tions of “war”, frowned upon by the Krem-
lin, have risen sharply, as have “scary”,
“ashamed” and “horror”. Overall, posters’
mood has worsened eight times more than
at the start of the covid-19 pandemic. Based
on past trends, this implies a one-point dip
on Gallup’s one-to-ten happiness scale.

Twitterati tend to be young and pro-
Western, and may feel gloomier than the
public at large. This bias has probably
grown since Russia made it harder to load
American social-media sites last month.
People who still manage to post may be
unusually determined or computer-savvy.

However, no restrictions have been
placed on VKontakte (vk), a domestic so-
cial network. And among vk posts that
mention Mr Putin, the increased use of
terms such as “war”, “weapon”, “death” and
“crimes” indicates that, compared with
2014, when Russia sent troops into Crimea,
the sentiment today is grim. Q

The war in Ukraine has made Russian
social-media users unusually glum

→ Sentiment on Russian-language social media soured when Russia invaded Ukraine

Happiness score of tweets in Russian, average per day

Share supporting military action in Ukraine, %
Selected surveys in Russia, Feb 25th-Mar 1st 2022

Difference in frequency of words in Russian-language posts on Twitter, %
Between day Russian troops entered Crimea in 2014 and start of current war in Ukraine, top 50 words*

*By impact on sentiment  †Average of two  Sources: Computational Story Lab; dorussianswantwar.com; hedonometer.org; Qualitas; Twitter; VTsIOM
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A house divided

The outcome of the war in Ukraine de-
pends on the mood in Moscow as well

as the fighting near Kyiv. Vladimir Putin,
Russia’s president, did not need popular
support to launch his invasion. But should
enough ordinary Russians turn against it,
he might be forced to change course.

Most data on the Russian home front
are unreliable. The government has limit-
ed freedom of speech and arrested thou-
sands of protesters. A few polls do show
support for the war. In two surveys last
month run by government-linked firms,
around 65% of respondents backed the
“special military operation”. Later inde-

pendent polls found that 55-59% support-
ed the military “action” or “operation”.

Such results must be taken with a cellar
of salt, since the Kremlin has criminalised
statements about the war that it deems
false. But they still reveal political cleavag-
es and trends over time. One poll found
that being young or female, living in a big
city, having a degree and not watching tv
predicted anti-war views. Support may al-
so be waning. In surveys of internet users
in Moscow run by Alexei Navalny, an oppo-
sition leader, the share of people blaming
Russia surged during the war’s first week.

Another rich source of data is social
media. A team at the University of Vermont
has built a measure of sentiment on these
sites, using frequencies of various words
and ratings of the joy or sadness they con-
vey. Applied to Russian-language Twitter,
it accurately detects happy moments like
New Year’s Eve. And its fluctuations over
time line up with those of a conventional
poll run by Gallup, an American firm.

This measure finds that Mr Putin has
sent Twitter users into deep despair. Men-
tions of “war”, frowned upon by the Krem-
lin, have risen sharply, as have “scary”,
“ashamed” and “horror”. Overall, posters’
mood has worsened eight times more than
at the start of the covid-19 pandemic. Based
on past trends, this implies a one-point dip
on Gallup’s one-to-ten happiness scale.

Twitterati tend to be young and pro-
Western, and may feel gloomier than the
public at large. This bias has probably
grown since Russia made it harder to load
American social-media sites last month.
People who still manage to post may be
unusually determined or computer-savvy.

However, no restrictions have been
placed on VKontakte (vk), a domestic so-
cial network. And among vk posts that
mention Mr Putin, the increased use of
terms such as “war”, “weapon”, “death” and
“crimes” indicates that, compared with
2014, when Russia sent troops into Crimea,
the sentiment today is grim. Q

The war in Ukraine has made Russian
social-media users unusually glum

→ Sentiment on Russian-language social media soured when Russia invaded Ukraine

Happiness score of tweets in Russian, average per day

Share supporting military action in Ukraine, %
Selected surveys in Russia, Feb 25th-Mar 1st 2022

Difference in frequency of words in Russian-language posts on Twitter, %
Between day Russian troops entered Crimea in 2014 and start of current war in Ukraine, top 50 words*

*By impact on sentiment  †Average of two  Sources: Computational Story Lab; dorussianswantwar.com; hedonometer.org; Qualitas; Twitter; VTsIOM
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Reagan et al "The emotional arcs of stories are dominated by six basic shapes" EPJ Data Science 2016
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Reagan et al "The emotional arcs of stories are dominated by six basic shapes" EPJ Data Science 2016
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National Science Foundation

4.1 Status and Overview 
Background: “Distant reading”—the computational, coarse-grained analysis of large-scale text corpora—
is unworkable at the individual scale, yet is an approach with enormous unrealized potential. For example, 
no individual can read 100 million tweets or a century’s worth of literature or all the New York Times articles 
ever written. However, by scaling up and harnessing data, we can make a system that does. We propose to 
undertake a grand challenge: the construction and broad application of distant reading to advance the 
computational social sciences and digital humanities in the age of massive text-as-data online, in the same 
way that telescopes and microscopes have done for the physical and life sciences. This research capacity 
will assist in answering some of the following enduring questions: How do ecologies of stories evolve? 
What insights can be derived from providing social scientists and humanities scholars with new 
computational instruments reflecting language use in their domain? To answer these questions and enable 
new programs of computationally aided research, the Science of Online Corpora, Knowledge, and Stories 
(SOCKS) will advance a data-driven, computational science of stories based on massive 𝑛-gram corpora 
and principled, telescope-like lexical instruments. SOCKS tools will “harness the data revolution,” one of 
NSF’s 10 Big Ideas, by supporting transdisciplinary research in data science [16]. Moving beyond single 
platform and keyword-based corpora construction, we will layer 𝑛-gram and large language model 
approaches across several different text sources to facilitate insights across many domains. 
The SOCKS proposal is organized around four core research and capacity-building tasks (Fig. 1). 

Task A. CREATE: Computational science of stories by building capacity through distant-
reading instruments. A group of interconnected, public-facing, story-measuring instrument 
platforms will be created to transform the ability of researchers to analyze the properties and 
behaviors of large-scale texts. Our proposed core distant reading instruments—Storywrangler, 

Ousiometer, and Plot-plotter—will enable the measurement and study of large collections of stories, 
complementing and accelerating hypothesis generation for disciplinary close reading. We will strengthen 

 
Figure 1. SOCKS research consists of four core tasks addressing the science of stories, education, workforce development, 
and broadening participation in line with the VT Science & Technology (S&T) Plan. 
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Mental Health

Stupinski et al., "Quantifying Changes in the Language Used Around Mental Health on Twitter over 10
Years: Observational Study" Journal of Medical Internet Research. 2022.
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present general practitioners’ unassisted diagnostic accuracy as reported in Mitchell, Vaze, and 
Rao (MVR) (24) .  6

 

Results 
Both Alldata and Prediagnosis models were decisively superior to a null model

. Alldata predictors were significant with 99% probability.57.5;(KAll  = 1 K 49.8)  Pre = 1  7

Prediagnosis and Alldata confidence levels were largely identical, with two exceptions: 
Prediagnosis Brightness decreased to 90% confidence, and Prediagnosis posting frequency 
dropped to 30% confidence, suggesting a null predictive value in the latter case.  

Increased hue, along with decreased brightness and saturation, predicted depression. This 
means that photos posted by depressed individuals tended to be bluer, darker, and grayer (see 
Fig. 2). The more comments Instagram posts received, the more likely they were posted by 
depressed participants, but the opposite was true for likes received. In the Alldata model, higher 
posting frequency was also associated with depression. Depressed participants were more likely 
to post photos with faces, but had a lower average face count per photograph than healthy 
participants. Finally, depressed participants were less likely to apply Instagram filters to their 
posted photos.  

 

Fig. 2. Magnitude and direction of regression coefficients in Alldata (N=24,713) and Prediagnosis (N=18,513) 
models. Xaxis values represent the adjustment in odds of an observation belonging to depressed individuals, per 
standardized unit increase of each predictive variable. Odds were generated by exponentiating logistic regression 
logodds coefficients.  

6 Comparing point estimates of accuracy metrics is not a statistically robust means of model comparison. However, 
we felt it was more meaningful to frame our findings in a realistic context, rather than to benchmark against a naive 
model that simply predicted the majority class for all observations.  
7 K  abbreviates the Bayes Factor ratio between the subscripted model and a null model. See SI Appendix IV for K 
value legend. 
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Figure 2. Hidden Markov Model showing probability of depression (N=74,990). Xaxis represents days 

from diagnosis. Healthy data are plotted from a consecutive time span of equivalent length. Trend lines 

represent cubic polynomial regression fits with 95% CI bands, points are aggregations of 14 day periods, 

with error bars indicating 95% CI on central tendency of daily values.  

 

Figure 3. Hidden Markov Model showing probability of PTSD (N=54,197). Xaxis represents days from 

trauma event. Healthy data are plotted from a consecutive time span of equivalent length. The purple 

vertical line indicates mean number of days to PTSD diagnosis, posttrauma, and the purple shaded 

region shows the average period between trauma and diagnosis. Trend lines represent cubic polynomial 

regression fits with 95% CI bands, points are aggregations of 30 day periods, with error bars indicating 

95% CI on central tendency of daily values.  
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Reece & Danforth, "Instagram photos reveal predictive markers of depression." EPJ Data Science 2017
Reece et al. "Forecasting the onset & course of mental illness with Twitter data." Scientific Reports 2017
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FIG. 5. A. The left panel shows happiness benefit by park size. The largest category of parks (greater than 100 acres) had
the highest happiness benefit. B. The middle panel shows happiness benefit by season, with summer and fall exhibiting the
highest mean happiness benefit values. C. The right panel shows happiness benefit by day of the week, with the weekend days
higher than other days of the week. In all three panels, the range is the full range of happiness benefits from 10 runs, sampling
80% of tweets. 1,000 random in-park tweets were pooled in each group from each city. Control tweets were selected as tweets
most temporally proximate to the in-park tweet from the same city.

than they do outside of parks. This e↵ect is strongest
for the largest parks by area - greater than 100 acres.
The e↵ect is present during all seasons and days of the
week, but is most prominent during the summer and on
weekend days.

Pooling tweets across cities, we find a mean happiness
benefit of 0.10. According to Hedonometer.org, which
tracks Twitter happiness as a whole using the labMT dic-
tionary, Twitter has fluctuated around a mean happiness
of 6.02 since 2008. New Year’s Day has historically had
an average happiness of 6.11, giving it an average happi-
ness benefit of .10. Christmas, historically the happiest
day of the year on Twitter, has had an average happiness
benefit of 0.24. The global COVID-19 Pandemic gained
rapid recognition in the US on March 12, 2020, which
resulted in the then unhappiest day in Twitter’s history
with a drop of 0.31 from its historical average. Follow-
ing the murder of George Floyd, the Black Lives Matter
protests led to a new all-time low, 0.39 below the his-
torical average ([20]). These are considered large swings,
and we assess that the happiness benefit of 0.10 across a
sample of 25,000 tweets is a strong signal.

Positive words such as beautiful, fun, and enjoying con-
tributed to the higher levels of happiness from our in-
park tweet group. These words may relate to the stim-
ulating aspects of urban greenspace. This is support-
ed by a recent study that analyzed tweets to investi-
gate which aspects of restoration were most prominent
in urban greenspace. They found that fascination, an
emotional state induced through inherently interesting
stimuli, was most salient ([21]). Fascination is one char-
acteristic of nature experiences described by Attention
Restoration Theory, which theorizes that time in nature
provides an opportunity to recover from the cognitive
fatigue induced by mentally taxing urban environments

([22, 23]).
We find high levels of variation across cities for the hap-

piness benefit between in-park and out-of-park tweets.
In Chicago, higher frequencies of words such as beautiful
drive higher in-park tweet happiness. Park tweets had
lower frequencies of negative words such as don’t, not,
and hate (Fig. 4). Psychological experiments treat posi-
tive and negative a↵ect as separate measures ([24]); the
heterogeneity of the words driving the happiness bene-
fit may be related to how these components of a↵ect are
being expressed via tweets.

B. Park Analysis

Park spending per capita and ParkScoreR� were not
correlated with mean happiness benefit by city. However,
prior work has demonstrated an association between park
investment and levels of self-rated health ([10]). Another
study found higher levels of physical activity and health
to be associated with a composite score of park quality in
59 cities ([25]). Other factors such as heterogeneous use
patterns of Twitter across cities may be more associat-
ed with happiness benefit than measures of park quality
and spending. We encourage further investigation of the
relationship between park quality and investment with
the mental health benefits of nature contact.

Tweets inside of all park size categories exhibited a
positive happiness benefit. The largest parks, greater
than 100 acres, had the highest mean happiness bene-
fit. One possible explanation is that larger parks provide
greater opportunities for mental restoration and separa-
tion from the taxing environment of the city. This find-
ing is consistent with results from our earlier study in
San Francisco, in which tweets in the larger and greener

4

!"

FIG. 1. Happiness benefit by city, full range of values from 10 bootstrap runs in which 80% of tweets were randomly selected.
The dark grey dots represent the mean value from bootstrap runs. For each city, the control group consists of non-park tweets
posted at roughly the same time as each in-park tweet. The solid line marks a happiness benefit of 0, and the dotted line is
average happiness benefit across all 25 cities. Emojis denote the happiness benefit typically observed on New Year’s Day and
Christmas for all English tweets.

city (or all of the tweets in that category if there were
less than 500). After combining the randomly selected
tweets from each city for each park category, we estimat-
ed the happiness benefit using the same bootstrapping
procedure described above.

D. Temporal Analysis

Next, we estimate the happiness benefit based on when
tweets were posted in three di↵erent ways. First, we
grouped tweets based on the month they were posted
in four seasonal groups (Winter: Dec, Jan, Feb; Spring:
Mar, Apr, May; Summer: Jun, Jul, Aug; Fall: Sep, Oct,
Nov). Second, we grouped tweets based on the day of
the week they were posted. Finally, we grouped tweets
based on the hour of the day they were posted in their
local timezone (See Appendix A1 E). To have roughly
equal representation from each city, we randomly select-
ed 1,000 tweets (along with their control tweet) in each
time category from each city (or all of the tweets in that

category if there were less than 1,000). After combining
the randomly selected tweets from each city, we estimat-
ed the happiness benefit using the same bootstrapping
procedure described above.

II. RESULTS

A. Sentiment Analysis

Across all cities, the mean happiness benefit was 0.10
(Bootstrap Range [.098, .103]). Across our 25 city sam-
ple, the mean happiness benefit ranged from 0.00 to
0.18. Indianapolis had the highest mean happiness ben-
efit, while Baltimore had the lowest (Fig. 1). Cities with
more in-park tweets to sample from had tighter happi-
ness benefit ranges, as exhibited by Denver, New York,
Los Angeles, and Philadelphia. The mean happiness ben-
efit was positive across all cities.

6

Fig. 1. San Francisco Recreation and Parks Facility Map.

104

105 We constructed a list of Twitter users who had visited at least one park during the study period 

106 and queried the Twitter API for their 3,200 most recent tweets. A month later, we updated user 

107 histories with any tweets posted since the park visit. We used several heuristics to remove 

108 automated bots and businesses from the user sample and additionally removed any individual 

109 who made their account private in the period following their park tweet. Our process resulted in 

110 5,065 user timelines.

111

112 2.2. Tweet Binning

Schwartz et al., "Exposure to urban parks improves affect and reduces negativity on Twitter." 2019.
Schwartz et al., "Gauging the happiness benefit of US urban parks through Twitter." PLOS ONE. 2022.
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Figure 1. Measuring natural environmental and smartphone-based virtual 
exposures. (A) Visualization of the proportion of systematically reviewed articles 
investigating Attention Restoration Theory in natural settings while mentioning, 
controlling for and lastly measuring mobile device use. The present study is the first 
to measure smartphone use in natural contexts as a primary variable of interest. 
(B) Mobile sensing framework deploying smartphones as socioecological sensors 
to track overlapping biospheric and cyberspheric interactions. (C–F) Maps of 
nature, recreational and urban area exposures and functional mobility among the 
sample of 701 young adults for the month of September 2014. (G) Distributions 
of participant greenspace exposures (cyan) and smartphone use (purple) over 
the study period, extrapolated to the weekly level. Colored lines indicate the 
median exposure value for each distribution. (H) Distributions of the % of total 
participant-level observations spent in nature areas (dark green), recreational 
areas (yellowgreen), urban settings (gray), and containing smartphone use (purple). 
Colored lines depict median values.

Minor et. al., “Nature Exposure is Associated With Reduced Smartphone Use". Environment & Nature.
2023.
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ment due to anxiety and depression, traumatic events
experienced, and stress and anxiety levels. With around
half of the study subjects having been diagnosed with a
mental health condition or having had firsthand experi-
ence in two or more types of traumatic events [33], this
dataset provides a unique perspective on the relationship
between mental health and sleep for a vulnerable popu-
lation.

Using data from the LEMURS study, we look at di↵er-
ent patterns of change in the heart rate over a sleep peri-
od and relate these to the reported mental health indi-
cators of the subjects. As we are interested in how heart
rate changes across a sleep period, we look at a sleep
period not in absolute time (i.e., hours of sleep) but as
progressing from the beginning (0% of sleep completed)
to the end (100% of sleep completed). Similar to the sys-
tematic characterization of sleep phenotypes from sleep-
wake measurements using wearable devices [34], we per-
form clustering algorithms on the heart rate time series
to see if these heart rate patterns can be grouped into
categories. These categories are then related to the infor-
mation about the subject obtained from the surveys, par-
ticularly those relating to mental health.

II. RESULTS

We process heart rate (HR) measurements from m =
20, 167 sleep periods of N = 599 participants using piece-
wise aggregate approximation (PAA) [35–37], which con-
verts the time series from the di↵erent sleep periods
into equal lengths. After standardizing each time series,
we perform k-means clustering, which yields groups of
time series with similar shapes. Highly consistent cluster
labels are obtained across di↵erent centroid initializations
or training subsets (each with a size of 10% of the total
number of sleep periods) for k = 2 clusters but not for
higher values of k (Figure 1). When using the full dataset
to train the clustering model, 99.96% of the sleep peri-
ods had identical cluster assignments after performing
k-means 30 times, each with di↵erent centroid initializa-
tions. Much lower values are obtained for higher values
of k (Figures 2 and 3). This separation into two groups is
also evident from pairwise correlation maps (Figure 4).
We get similar results using constrained dynamic time
warping (cDTW) as the measure for k-means, indicating
that allowing for slight scaling and translation does not
alter our conclusions (Figure 5).

Each cluster is then characterized by the properties of
the sleep period and the individual. We compare the
clusters using the other sleep period measurements tak-
en by the Oura ring that are not derived from the PAA-
processed heart rate time series. We also look at how the
clusters relate to the subject’s demographic information,
weekly scores in the Perceived Stress Scale (PSS) [38] and
the 7-item Generalized Anxiety Disorder Scale (GAD-
7) [39], prior mental health diagnoses, prior traumatic
events experienced [33], and self-reported e↵ects of anx-

FIG. 1. SI? Cluster consistency across di↵erent train-
ing subsets and initializations. Each curve shows a cluster
centroid found for a given number of clusters k using a ran-
domized 10% subset of the data and a randomized centroid
initialization to run k-means. Note that all the figures have
the same scale on the y-axes, but highly consistent cluster
centroids are found for k = 2 and not for higher values of k.

FIG. 2. SI? Unnecessary? Cluster consistency for var-
ious cluster counts. Using the full dataset of m, this plot
shows the fraction of all sleep periods in the study in which a
given number of trials (x-axis) results in a consistent cluster
label. Note that even at 30 trials, almost all the sleep periods
for k = 2 have consistent cluster assignments.

iety or depression on social or work life. Further, we
examine whether the cluster membership of an individu-
al’s sleep periods is a significant predictor of an individ-
ual’s mental health indicators.

A. Cluster characteristics

To understand which aspects of sleep characterize
these two clusters, we use a logistic regression model with

Fudolig et. al., “The two fundamental shapes of sleep heart rate dynamics and their connection to mental
health.” In Review. 2023.
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LEMURS: Preliminary Findings

I More than half of LEMURS participants met the
criteria for generalized anxiety disorder (GAD) at
least once during their fall semester.

I Controlling for factors already known to predict
stress, nightly respiratory rate is dominant predictor.

I Nighttime heart rate patterns cluster into two
archetypal sleep arcs; prior mental health diagnosis
& past traumatic experiences most associated, as
are shorter deep and REM sleep.

I Average heart rate for participants assigned to the
Nature Experiences group significantly lower than
Self-Monitoring (control) group, holding demographic
characteristics constant.

I Mood, sleep, & physiological health benefits: walk
w/friend! The most scalable & accessible
intervention.
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Future

I Recruit new cohort each year, platform for wellness
I LEMURS Coaching: Single-Session Interventions
I Incentive experiment in Spring 2024
I LEMURS Community: Gallup panel
I Goal: personalized health recommendations

(think: umbrella)
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Summary

I Data Science → Social Good!
I StoryWrangler http://storywrangling.org
I Hedonometer http://hedonometer.org
I Lived Experiences Measured Using Rings Study

(LEMURS)
I Science of Online Corpora, Knowledge, & Stories

(SOCKS)

http://storywrangling.org
http://hedonometer.org
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